
4th Quarter 2020 Work Party Roundup 

 

ROYSTON BRIDGE - October 

October found us clearing the Spillway at 
Royston in preparation for the re-watering of 
the section from Bacton Woods to Swafield. 
You can just see in the upper left corner of the 
photograph where the sheet piling facing the 
spillway had been cut down to correct its 
height. The excavator in the background is 
clearing vegetation from the drain on its right 
all the way down to the double culvert draining 
Purdy’s marsh. 

 

 

The second photo shows the spillway and a 
section of the drain when the clearance work 
had been finished. 

 

 

 

 

EBRIDGE 

This was followed by seeding the newly built-
up section of canal top from the Ebridge 
spillway for about 250 metres. Dried out 
weed was first removed followed by a light 
‘tickle’ with a spring tined harrow borrowed 
from Laurie.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CH spread the seed and the result was 
raked in by hand and consolidated by 
driving the tractor up and down a few 
times. 

 

 

 

 

HONING STAITHE 

 

Honing Staithe was visited later on in the 
month to clear fallen trees and mow the 
grass both on the staithe itself and the 
canal side path. 

 

 

 

 

PIGNEY’S WOOD 

 

 

The last work party in October was spent mowing the 
conservation area near the entrance to Pigney’s wood and 
then raking off the cuttings to encourage the growth of 
indigenous species. 

November did not have any work parties because of the Covid-
19 lockdown. 

 

 



ROYSTON BRIDGE - December 

December was dedicated to the clearance of the 
wildly overgrown drain between the Royston 
Bridge Northern Car Park and the upper Eastern 
sluice gate. We had gained permission to access 
the Eastern side of the drain from the wooded 
part of Mrs P’s field but it proved just as difficult 
as the steep access from the canal path. 

 

 

In the end the most effective solution was to 
use waders in order to access the sides from 
the drain itself which, given the amount of soil 
that had washed down into the stream bed and 
the temperature of the water, was nothing 
short of heroic! 

As each part was cleared the trunks were cut 
into small sections and left in the Car Park to 
evaporate whilst the brash was burnt on the 
spot. All decaying vegetation was also removed 
from the stream bed so as to improve its water 
quality. 

The whole clearance of this section took four separate work parties. 

 

 

 

 


